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RPL, the Routing Standard for
the Internet of Things . . . Or Is It?
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Abstract—RPL, the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and
Lossy Networks, is considered the de facto routing protocol for
the Internet of Things (IoT). Since its standardization, RPL
contributed to the advancement of communications in the world
of tiny, embedded, networking devices, by providing, along with
other standards, a baseline architecture for IoT. Several years
later, we analyze the extent to which RPL lived up to the
expectations defined by the IETF requirements, and tie our
analysis to current trends, identifying the challenges RPL must
face to remain on the forefront of IoT technology.
Index Terms—RPL, Internet of Things, routing, standards

I. I NTRODUCTION
RPL, the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks [1], was standardized by the IETF in 2011 to establish a common ground for building interoperable commercial
appliances in growing markets enabled by low-power and
lossy networks (LLNs). Meanwhile, the Internet of Things
(IoT) emerged, envisioning ubiquitous and global connectivity
among the billions objects that we use in the everyday life.
Given the significant overlapping between LLNs and IoT,
and the fact that IPv6 is an essential feature for the latter, RPL
has rapidly become the routing protocol for IoT, incorporating
the protocol stack defined by IETF in this scope, atop the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and PHY layers (Figure 1a). The success
of RPL as an IoT standard is also witnessed by the fact that the
companies part of the ZigBee Alliance have adopted RPL as
their underlying technology (Figure 1b). We provide a concise
overview of RPL in Section II.
Nevertheless, the design goals behind RPL date back to
the routing requirements determined by IETF in 2009 by
considering the applications domains of home and building
automation [2], [3] and of urban and industrial networks [4],
[5]. After several years, it is important to ascertain the extent
to which these requirements have been fulfilled by RPL; we
offer our analysis of the state of the art in Section III.
A similarly important question, however, is whether RPL is
well-prepared to sustain today’s rapidly-evolving field of IoT,
which defines slightly different scenarios from those examined
by IETF in 2009. In Section IV, we identify a few specific
challenges that RPL must face to remain on the forefront
of IoT technology. Finally, Section V contains concluding
remarks concerning the future of RPL.
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II. RPL IN A N UTSHELL
As described in the standard [1], RPL creates a routing
topology in the form of a Destination-Oriented Directed
Acyclic Graph (DODAG): a directed graph without cycles,
oriented towards a root node, e.g., a border router. By default,
each node maintains multiple parents towards the root; a
preferred one is used for actually forwarding data packets
upwards towards the root (Figure 2b), while the others are
kept as backup routes. This scheme, called multipoint-to-point
communication in RPL, naturally supports communication
from the devices to the root with minimal routing state.
The topology is created and maintained via control packets
called DODAG Information Objects (DIO), advertised by
each node. The packet contains the routing metric (e.g., link
quality, residual energy) and an objective function used by
each node to select the parents among its neighbors. DIO
packets are rebroadcast by each node according to an adaptive
technique, the Trickle algorithm [6], which strikes a tradeoff
between reactivity to topology changes and energy efficiency.
Trickle ensures that DIOs are advertised aggressively when the
network is unstable, and instead rebroadcast at an increasingly
slow pace while the network is stable.
To support the dual traffic pattern from the root to the
devices, called point-to-multipoint communication in RPL,
the standard requires additional control messages and routing
state. Specifically, each node in the network must announce itself as a possible destination to the root by sending Destination
Advertisement Object (DAO) control packets. These messages
are propagated “upwards” in the DODAG topology, via a
parent that may coincide with the preferred parent (Figure 2c),
therefore establishing “downwards” routes along the way.
As supporting this type of traffic could put more strain on
the nodes memory due to the increased routing state, RPL
defines two modes of operation: storing and non-storing. In
storing mode, each node keeps a routing table containing mappings between all destinations reachable via its sub-DODAG
and their respective next-hop nodes, learned while receiving
DAOs. In non-storing mode, the root is the only network node
maintaining routing information; the root exploits this global
view for source routing, i.e., by including routing information
directly into the packet itself.
These two modes of operation affect also the ability to
support communication between any two nodes in the network,
called point-to-point communication in RPL, and achieved
as a combination of the techniques used for the previous
two types of traffic. In storing mode, data packets travel
upwards until they reach a node with routing information about
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Fig. 1: Protocol stacks for the Internet of Things.
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Fig. 2: Routing in RPL. Existing routes are shown next to the network nodes.

their destination, i.e., a common ancestor (Figure 2d); from
that point on, they proceed downwards, following the routes
previously established by DAO packets. The same technique
is used in non-storing mode; however, in this case, packets
must travel upwards all the way to the root (the only node
maintaining routing information) before being redirected to
their destination (Figure 2e).
III. D ID RPL L IVE U P TO E XPECTATIONS ?
RPL was standardized based on requirements published
7 years ago[1], a relatively long time in the fast-paced world
of networked computing in general and IoT in particular. This
section revisits the original requirements for RPL stated by
IETF, and concisely reports about the extent to which they
are met by the state of the art. We frequently refer to the
IETF documents that focused on the paradigmatic applications
of home [2] and building automation [3], and urban [4] and
industrial networks [5]. Due to space limitations, we focus
on what we argue are the key dimensions, therefore omitting
considerations on other relevant aspects, e.g., including zeroconfiguration or security.
A. Traffic pattern
Original requirements. RPL was designed to account for
different traffic patterns characteristic of the aforementioned

reference applications. Multipoint-to-point communication is
required by devices with sensing capabilities, which typically
monitor the environment by periodically acquiring samples
of physical quantities (e.g., temperature, pollution, humidity)
and send them to a central unit. Applications may also need
the dual point-to-multipoint pattern where communication is
directed from the central unit to the rest of the network. This
is often required to send queries to sensors or, when a control
loop is present, to send actuation commands—e.g., switching
lights or activating window blinds in a smart home [2]. This
point-to-multipoint pattern may rely on multicast routing,
which is actually a requirement in some reference scenarios [3], [4]. Finally, in alternative to a centralized controller
gathering data and issuing commands, devices might cooperate
with each other in a decentralized fashion by relying on pointto-point communication; for instance, lamps and appliances
may automatically change their own state or the state of other
appliances based on information gathered by sensor nodes
nearby.
The routing protocol should support communication:
i) from devices to a central unit (multipoint-to-point)
ii) from the central unit to the rest of the network
(point-to-multipoint) iii) directly among devices
(point-to-point).
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Current status. As we discussed in Section II, all three types
of traffic patterns above are supported by the RPL standard,
although it emphasizes multipoint-to-point communication,
naturally supported by the DODAG routing topology. On the
contrary, point-to-point communication is inherently costly, as
shown in Figures 2d–2e; if two nodes want to communicate
with each other, packets must be sent upwards either to the
first common ancestor (in storing mode), or all the way up
to the root (in non-storing mode), from where they are rerouted downwards to their destination. This strategy creates
congestion close to the root and greatly increases overhead
and latency, causing problems especially in use cases involving
replies, e.g., a query result or a command outcome. In RPL,
this is the price to pay for reconciling different patterns in a
single protocol, yielding the benefit of broader applicability at
the expense of optimal performance.
These shortcomings motivated a new IETF standard protocol, Reactive Discovery of Point-to-Point Routes in Low-Power
and Lossy Networks (P2P-RPL), described in RFC 6697. This
protocol is meant to complement RPL by allowing nodes to
discover on demand routes to one or more nodes, via a temporary DODAG rooted at the node initiating communication.
However, the efficiency of this combined solution is yet to be
thoroughly studied.
As for multicast routing in point-to-multipoint communication, RPL supports it only in storing mode. Moreover, the
standard only briefly describes how DAO messages should be
used for group registration, without providing a full description
of multicast operation. However, a complementary RFC 7731,
Multicast Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (MPL),
has been recently standardized, defining multicast operation
atop two protocols: Trickle and plain flooding. Evaluations in
simulation (e.g., [7]) show that MPL is highly reliable, but can
have high delay and energy consumption if Trickle parameters
are not chosen carefully.
RPL supports all types of communication. However, for
an efficient point-to-point communication and multicast
routing, complementary RFCs must be implemented,
increasing code complexity and memory footprint.
B. Mobility
Original requirements. In all the motivating scenarios analyzed by IETF it is foreseen that, although devices are
currently mostly fixed, a variety of devices with reduced
mobility (e.g., remote controls, vacuum cleaner robots, wearable healthcare devices) should be accommodated by RPL.
Moreover, it is stated that industrial applications require the
support of nodes located on vehicles or machines moving at
speeds up to 35 km/h [5]. Devices should not act as routers
while in motion; on the other hand, they should reestablish
end-to-end communication with a static device within 5 s [3].
The routing protocol should allow devices that are
moving to connect to the static routing topology.
Current status. The requirement above is fulfilled by RPL
by allowing a mobile node to attach as a leaf to any node
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belonging to the routing topology. Communication from the
mobile node to the root is in principle quite straightforward,
as the former only requires a preferred parent, which may as
well be the point of attachment. Point-to-multipoint communication, instead, is more complex; as the mobile node moves
from a parent to another, information disseminated via DAOs
may rapidly become obsolete.
Solutions for this case are not specified in the standard nor,
to the best of our knowledge, realized in publicly-available
reference implementations. Moreover, the under-specification
in the standard is a problem also for multipoint-to-point;
recent studies (e.g., [8]) show that currently implemented RPL
mechanisms fail to rapidly detect when the preferred parent
of a mobile node becomes unreachable as it moves, leading
to high packet loss.
RPL allows a mobile node to attach/detach to/from the
routing topology, but communication becomes highly
unreliable.

C. Resource Heterogeneity
Original requirements. The devices targeted by RPL range
from low-end battery-powered embedded devices severely
constrained in memory and processing capabilities, up to highend devices like smart watches or smartphones. This is in line
with the reference scenarios; for example, home automation
devices range from dumb, resource-constrained smoke alarms
and temperature sensors to high-resource surveillance cameras. This diversity in hardware capabilities and application
scenarios should be accounted for at the network layer. On
the other hand, resource-constrained devices are envisioned to
constitute the majority of network nodes; the need to limit
battery replacement sets a lifetime goal of several years.
The routing protocol must take into account the
heterogeneity of devices, and specifically address the
memory and energy requirements of
resource-constrained devices.
Current status. As mentioned in Section II, RPL defines two
modes—storing and non-storing—meant to address different
resource capabilities of the network nodes. However, the RPL
standard does not allow these two modes of operation to
be mixed in the same network, severely undermining their
practical use. Research solutions allowing nodes with different
modes to operate in the same RPL network exist (e.g., [9]) but
are yet to be standardized.
Even if this problem were to be solved, however, another
threat to memory-constrained devices comes from the protocol
footprint. RPL inherits the interoperability benefits of IPv6,
but also its complexity; for instance, the need to construct
and parse IPv6 packets with floating header options and using
6LoWPAN address compression increases significantly code
memory needs. This is evident in Table I, which compares the
RPL implementations for TinyOS and Contiki, the most popular operating systems for low-power devices, with some wellknown wireless sensor network protocols. The table shows

TABLE I: Code memory requirements (OS included), in kB.
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that RPL requires almost twice the memory than a collection tree protocol [10]; the latter provides only multipointto-point communication, but it can be combined with the
Trickle dissemination protocol (providing point-to-multipoint
communication) by only marginally increasing the footprint,
remaining significantly smaller than in RPL. On the popular
TMote Sky platform, the footprint of RPL and of the variants
discussed in Section III-A is very close to the 48 kB limit for
code memory, leaving almost no memory to the application—
despite the fact that these RPL implementations are far from
supporting all the features specified in the RPL standard.
Code memory is not even the most severe problem; for
example, in the Contiki implementation the 10 kB RAM of a
TMote Sky limits the neighbor and routing tables to 20 and 50
entries, respectively, severely limiting scalability as discussed
next.
RPL has too large of a footprint for
resource-constrained devices, and requires all devices in
a network to run the same mode of operation, limiting
heterogeneity.

D. Scalability
Original requirements. Scalability is a very important characteristic of a routing protocol, bearing a direct impact on
network reliability and performance. The applications studied
by IETF have different scalability requirements, depending
on the area where networks are deployed. For example,
in home automation the routing protocol must support at
least 250 devices, with larger numbers envisioned in the
future [2]. Other scenarios imply even higher numbers of
deployed devices; in smart cities, networks of 102 −107 nodes
are envisioned, possibly organized into regions containing
102 − 104 devices each [4]. While these numbers are very
large, and unprecedented in the roll-outs prior to the issuing
of the RPL standard, they align with deployment experiences1
and projected trends2 .
The routing protocol should support very large
networks, possibly organized in sub-networks up to
thousands devices.
Current status. Recent real-world evaluations [11] show that
the scalability of multipoint-to-point communication is quite

Fig. 3: As network size increases, the reliability of
downward traffic decreases, as a consequence of more nodes
having memory problems.

good. It does, however, become questionable when unicast
point-to-multipoint communication is used. In non-storing
mode, the limiting factor is the size of the packet header
containing the source routing information; this can include
up to 8 IPv6 addresses (64 with a compressed header), but
the longer the header the higher the overhead and the route
repair latency. The impact on scalability, however, has yet to
be evaluated; non-storing mode has been introduced only very
recently in Contiki, and is currently not supported by TinyOS
or industrial implementations (e.g., from Cisco3 ).
In storing mode, instead, the limiting factor is the memory
available to store neighbor and routing tables. The nodes close
to the root must store routing state for almost the entire
DODAG, which can be challenging for resource-constrained
devices. Moreover, the RPL standard does not specify the
action to take after a parent refuses to install a new downward route (e.g., because its routing table is full), therefore
undermining the reliability of downward traffic. We recently
analyzed the problem in our own work, where we focused on
emulation of the Contiki RPL implementation over realistic
topologies taken from a smart city deployment [12]. Figure 3
illustrates the problem: the reliability of downward traffic (e.g.,
for actuation) decreases severely as soon as the size of the
network approaches the size of the routing table, which we set
to 50 entries—the maximum allowed on TMote Sky, as already
discussed. In practice, even for devices slightly more powerful
than motes, this means that the scalability of RPL remains a
far cry from the thousands of nodes mentioned above.
Until now we considered a flat address space. However,
RPL can support prefix-based hierarchical routing, e.g., via
the Prefix Information Option (PIO) mechanism, which allows
routers to own an independent prefix and distribute it for
autoconfiguration in their own sub-DODAG. However, the
prefix assignment is not part of the standard, and can lead
to performance deterioration [13].
RPL has serious scalability issues with
point-to-multipoint traffic, especially when configured
in storing mode. Prefix-based sub-netting can alleviate
the problem, but requires better integration with RPL

1 For

instance, e.g., http://www.smartsantander.eu
example are the recent statements by several companies about tens
of billions of devices connected by the IoT in the near future.
2 An

3 RPL configuration guide for Cisco IOS, http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/
td/docs/ios-xml/ios/rpl/configuration/15-mt/rpl-15-mt-book.pdf.
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topology maintenance.
E. Reliability and Robustness
Original requirements. The quality of radio links among devices can be very unstable, especially in an urban setting, due
to wireless channel effects (path loss, shadowing, fading), and
interference from other communication systems. It is important
for the routing protocol to react to changes in connectivity by
rapidly reconfiguring the topology while maintaining a low
control overhead and therefore energy expenditure. Specific
metrics are stated for some of the reference scenarios considered; for instance, in home automation, the routing protocol
is expected to converge within 0.5 s if no nodes have moved,
and within 4 s otherwise [2].
Clearly, changes in connectivity ultimately affect communication reliability, whose critical role depends on the target
application and functionality. For instance, it is expected that
monitoring-only applications can tolerate a reliability as low
as 90% [5], while those involving actuation require higher
reliability [3]; in some application domains, message loss is
even considered out of compliance and subject to fines [5],
requiring a reliability very close to 100%.
The routing protocol should be robust w.r.t. the inherent
dynamicity of wireless links, quickly restoring
communication to maintain high levels of reliability;
some applications cannot afford data loss.
Current status. RPL relies on the Trickle algorithm [6]
to efficiently maintain the routing topology, enabling quick
reaction to connectivity changes while minimizing overhead
during stable conditions. Nevertheless, when a link quality
metric is used for routing, even small variations in link
quality estimation can yield changes of preferred parent, as the
objective function constantly searches for the best path towards
the root; the consequent reaction of the Trickle algorithm
generates unnecessary overhead.
The IETF addressed the problem in RFC 6719, Minimum
Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function (MRHOF), allowing
a node to change its parent only when the new path towards the
root differs significantly from the old one. The latter aspect
is defined by a threshold, yielding a tradeoff between route
stability and optimality; if the threshold is too high, parents
are less likely to change and routes are more stable, but their
quality may degrade significantly before they are reconfigured.
The proper configuration of the threshold is therefore nontrivial, and not well investigated in the literature.
On the other hand, the overall reliability of RPL has been
analyzed by several studies in real-world testbeds. A large
135-node experiment [11] showed values of 97% and 92%
of delivered packets for the multipoint-to-point and pointto-multipoint traffic respectively, while the most challenging
point-to-point traffic showed a very low reliability of 74%, due
to scalability problems. For the last two traffic patterns, the
authors even had to reduce by half the number of addressable
nodes in the network for the routing tables to fit into the RAM,
due to the aforementioned memory problems.
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For multipoint-to-point traffic, RPL mechanisms deal
effectively with the vagaries of wireless communication
and yield good performance and reliability; the other
two traffic patterns suffer from poor reliability.
IV. RPL FOR I OT: T HE C HALLENGES A HEAD
Having examined how RPL fares w.r.t. its original requirements, we now turn our attention to current IoT trends and
identify new requirements that may challenge future adoption
of RPL as the routing protocol for IoT.
A. What Will Be the Dominant Traffic Pattern?
At the time of RPL standardization, multipoint-to-point
communication was the main traffic pattern, motivated by the
need to support distributed monitoring applications, and fueled
by a decade of research on wireless sensor networks.
Today, monitoring is still a fundamental element of IoT
architectures, but it is increasingly associated with control in
a plethora of application domains. In its simplest incarnation,
control entails the ability to send commands (e.g., for actuation) from a centralized controller via the same network
used for monitoring; however, the most disruptive scenarios
envision devices that interact and automatically take actions
via in-network feedback loops. As a consequence, point-tomultipoint and point-to-point communication become even
more critical than multipoint-to-point.
These two traffic patterns are addressed by RPL, which actually has a competitive advantage as it supports the networking
requirements of both monitoring and control i) in an integrated
fashion, and ii) in a large-scale setting. Unfortunately, as discussed in Section III, these are exactly the traffic patterns for
which RPL does not provide efficient solutions. Paradoxically,
they are also the paradigms for which the integration with IP
is key, as it enables direct addressing of each device.
Point-to-multipoint and point-to-point communication
received significantly less attention in RPL, yielding
implementations with poor performance; this may
prevent future adoption of RPL in the ever-increasing
IoT applications with a control component.
B. Mobile Devices: Norm or Exception?
Scenarios for IoT assume devices embedded in things,
which can be relocated (e.g., in asset tracking), or carried and
even worn by people, and therefore inherently mobile. In these
ever-increasing mobile scenarios, the ability to opportunistically exploit the presence of a networking “backbone” to relay
information regardless of the current location is fundamental,
yet is largely overlooked by RPL, as discussed in Section III-B.
Moreover, mobility often implies the need for context-aware
interactions; for instance, the scope of a query or command
issued by a node may need to be restricted to only a portion
of the network surrounding it, based on system or application
level properties (e.g., the floor building where the person
carrying the device is walking).
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Mobility is an unavoidable requirement in IoT
scenarios, for which RPL currently provides
unsatisfactory performance; further developments
should also consider support for context-aware routing.
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New approaches with significantly better performance
have emerged since the RPL standard was defined, and
should therefore receive attention.
E. New Wireless Technology

C. Resource-constrained Devices: Norm or Exception?
The devices enabling the IoT vision are inherently resourceconstrained. This is unlikely to change in the future; technological developments will push the boundary of computing and
communication power for the devices we know today, but at
the same time generate new breeds of devices even smaller
and therefore resource-constrained—a recurring trend in the
last decades.
In this respect, the current demands of RPL in terms of
code and data memory are still too high. In part, this is
a consequence of IPv6 compliance. However, it is also the
result of a standard that simply addresses (and requires)
too much and, ironically, of implementations that neglect
the few opportunities the standard allows to explicitly cater
for resource-constrained devices—e.g., notably including nonstoring mode. Specialized RPL variants must be devised,
guaranteeing a better tradeoff between performance and flexibility and allowing the selection of the appropriate protocol
components or variants based on the device (and application)
constraints at hand.
Resource-constrained devices are here to stay. However,
the current definition of RPL is often at odds with the
requirements they pose, and the implementations are
often ignoring the few provisions the standard already
offers to ameliorate the situation.
D. New Approaches to Network Stack Design
When the RPL standard was in the making, the predominant
routing approach was incarnated by the CTP protocol [10],
from which RPL borrows several techniques. Around the
time the standard was issued, however, two alternative routing paradigms emerged in the closely-related wireless sensor
network research community: opportunistic routing and synchronous transmissions. The former approach, popularized by
ORW [14], considers all neighbors as potential forwarders,
therefore reducing delay and energy consumption and increasing robustness by exploiting spatial diversity. The second
approach, popularized by Glossy [15], removes completely
the need for a routing (and MAC) layer, by providing a
reliable network flooding primitive; reliability is achieved
by guaranteeing that rebroadcasting occurs within a very
short time bound necessary to exploit constructive interference
and the capture effect, and yielding also network-wide time
synchronization.
Both approaches are reported to significantly improve over
the state of the art, in terms of reliability, latency, and energy
consumption. Opportunistic routing has already inspired a RPL
variant [11] aimed at improving downward traffic; this is
not yet the case for synchronous transmissions, whose even
higher performance gains are currently obtained in networks
of homogeneous devices using the same radio chip [15].

The new scenarios fostered by IoT motivated the development of new wireless technology tackling lower power consumption, increased range, or both. Some of these, e.g., Wi-Fi
HaLow (IEEE 802.11ah), are a natural evolution of existing
technologies, and likely to be easily accommodated into RPL.
At the other extreme, Low-Power Wide-Area Networks (LPWANs) hold the potential to radically change the picture of IoT
networking as currently defined by RPL. With a low-power
budget similar to IEEE 802.15.4 devices, LPWANs provide
long-range communication (2–5 km in urban environments,
30 km and higher otherwise) at the price of reduced bandwidth
and data rates. At a minimum, LPWANs are likely to become
an inescapable alternative for interconnecting different subnetworks at a geographical scale; however, they also hold the
potential to induce a rethinking of multi-hop routing strategies.
In between these extremes, IoT technologies hitherto applied
mostly on consumer appliances are being optimized for ultra
low-power consumption, as in the case of Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), therefore becoming an appealing alternative
for fulfilling goals similar to RPL.
The scenarios fostered by IoT are triggering a new wave
of wireless technologies that can significantly redefine
the goals, and therefore the mechanisms, of RPL.
V. W HAT F UTURE FOR RPL?
In this paper we analyzed the extent to which the RPL
standard lived up to the expectations defined by IETF requirements, and highlighted other challenges that emerged since
its definition as a standard. RPL had its quota of successes,
clearly contributing to the advancement of communications in
the world of tiny, embedded, networking devices.
The concise analysis we provided in this paper, however,
also highlighted several weaknesses that, in our opinion, may
undermine a larger IoT adoption of RPL. The complexity of
today’s IoT makes it difficult for a single standard to paper
over the significant differences in application requirements
and heterogeneity in hardware constraints, both likely to be
exacerbated in the near future.
We argue that, to remain successful in the IoT domain,
RPL needs a re-targeting. For example, RPL could become
a general standard framework, providing the “glue” for a suite
of inter-related standards, each focused on specific communication technologies and/or application profiles. Together, the
framework and the specific standards would provide interoperable alternatives for composing the network stack most
suitable for the application at hand, therefore balancing the
desire to support a broad range of features with the efficiency
necessary when a vertical domain is tackled.
In part, this effort is already ongoing, as witnessed by
the definition of the ancillary standards we mentioned in
Section III. However, standardization bodies must keep up
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with the latest developments and trends, and accordingly recharter the respective working groups (e.g., IETF ROLL), in
an effort to create a “standard ecosystem” around RPL and
weave it into state-of-the-art approaches from related research
communities.
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